Microvenous Reflux in the Skin of Limbs with Superficial Venous Incompetence.
This study investigated whether microvenous reflux can be detected in limbs with chronic venous disease using superb microvascular imaging (SMI) and colour Doppler imaging. Participants with venous disease (limbs, n = 26) and without venous disease (limbs, n = 10) were studied. The skin in the medial gaiter region was imaged using both SMI and colour Doppler to identify reflux in the small vessels in response to distal augmentation. The diameters and depths of responsive vessels were measured. In limbs with venous disease, reflux in response to provocation was visualised with SMI in a greater number of vessels (12/26 versus 4/26) and smaller vessels than with colour Doppler. Reflux in the superficial skin veins was demonstrated in one control participant (1/10) using SMI and in none using colour Doppler (0/10). Our study indicates that microvenous reflux is demonstrable in limbs with venous disease and that SMI is more sensitive than colour Doppler.